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JEWELRY SHOULDN’T JUST BE PRETTY.
 “We believe the real beauty of the things we wear comes 

from the stories behind them,” says Mary Kate Tate, who co-

founded ReBe along with her brother, designer Nate Tate. The 

ReBe team takes a new approach to the industry by personally 

traveling the world to gemstone mines and pearl farms to 

show people the story behind their jewels. They document 

everything from the artist’s inspiration, the artisans who 

crafted it, to where and how the materials were sourced. “We 

want customers to feel like they’re along for the journey,” 

said Mary Kate, “because when you know where and how a 

piece was ethically made, that’s beautiful.”

“So we thought, why 
don’t we just go to the 
mines ourselves?”
Nate described how it started. “Our dream since we were kids 

was to design jewelry, but we wanted to be ethical about it 

every step of the way. So we thought, why don’t we just go to 

the mines ourselves?” Both having studied Mandarin and lived 

in China, they traveled to the country and hitchhiked their way 

to the top of Cloud Mountain, where turquoise has been mined 

for a thousand years, originally to outfit Emperors. From there, 

they journeyed to lakes in an ancient city in Zhejiang where 

pearls are sustainably cultivated by master pearl farmers. 

That was just the beginning.

JEWELRY
WITH A
STORY



IN SEARCH OF 
TREASURE
Our goal is to make personal relationships with miners, pearl 
farmers and family-owned businesses to directly source the best 
quality materials – without the middlemen.

PEARLS
We get our pearls directly from 
master pearl farmers in 
Zhuji, China.

TURQUOISE
Our Turquoise comes from Hubei’s 
Cloud Mountain where the bluest 
sky meets the bluest stones.

SILK
We work with Madame Wong, the 
owner of the only full vertical silk 
producer in China.

GOLD
The metal workshop we partner 
with holds international 
certifications in worker rights 
and safety.



“Why? Because we’ve 
been cultivating silk 
for 5000 years!”
-Li Chen on why China makes the 
world’s best silk

This page: Peacock and Tiger 
silk scarves, $110. 
Animali Beads (various 
stones), $48-248.



“The best turquoise is the 
color of the bluest sky.” 
-Xuanxuan Wang, turquoise miner 

This page: Cloud Mountain 
Turquoise Necklace, $108. 
Plum Blossom Necklace, $58.
Cloud Mountain Turquoise & 
Quartz ring, $148.
Animali bead bracelets 
(amazonite & red onyx), $48, $78.



RAWR.
This page: Tuquoise & 

Quartz Split ring, $148. 
Gold Etched Crown Ring, $35.

Wanderlust Topaz Sky Ring, $115.
Bamboo Aventurine Ring, $75, 

Onyx Balance Ring, $48.
Jade Signet Ring, $65.



Hammered Hexagonal Necklace
$45 /SKU#N0006

Turquoise Sunray Necklace
$135  /SKU#N0007

Bamboo Bar Necklace
$38 /SKU#N0010

Turquoise Circle Necklace
$55  /SKU#N0011

Garnet Circle Necklace
$55  /SKU#N0014

Lapis Circle Necklace
$55 /SKU#N0012

Gold Eye Necklace
$38 /SKU#N0016

Turquoise Dot Necklace
$95 /SKU#N0017

Water Drop Layering Necklace
$38 /SKU#N0003

Garnet Tiered Necklace
$115 /SKU#N0001

Red Quartz Bar Necklace
$58 /SKU#N0002

Turquoise Triangle Necklace
$108 /SKU#N0004
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REBE 
JEWELRY
Explore our artisan-crafted jewelry 
made with real gemstones. We only 
sell direct-to-consumer through our 
website, so all prices are retail.

Red Onyx Dot Necklace
$88 /SKU#N0018

Lapis Dot Necklace
$88 /SKU#N0019

Garnet Eye Cuff
$165 /SKU#B0001

Lapis Bar Cuff
$158 /SKU#B0002

Turquoise Bar Cuff
$168 /SKU#B0003



Jade and Onyx Drop Earrings
$115 /SKU#E0001

Garnet Drop Earrings
$98 /SKU#E0003

Onyx Sunray Earrings
$78 /SKU#E0002

Turquoise & Quartz Split Ring
$148 /SKU#R0003

Topaz Eye Studs
$45 /SKU#E0004

Bamboo Aventurine Ring
$75 /SKU#R0001

Jade Signet Ring
$65 /SKU#R0002

Onyx Balance Ring
$48 /SKU#R0004

Gold Etched Crown Ring
$35 /SKU#R0005

Wanderlust Topaz Sky Ring
$115 /SKU#R0006

Single Pearl Ring
$55  /SKU#R0007

Pearl Punk Ear Jackets
$75 /SKU#E0009

Single Pearl Necklace
$58 /SKU#N10020

Pearl Drop Necklace
$65 /SKU#N0021

Pearl Punk Bracelet
$108 /SKU#B0006

REBE 
PEARLS
Beauty is only three feet deep in the 
picturesque lakes of Zhejiang, China 
where our freshwater ReBe Pearls 
are sustainably cultivated. Once 
plucked from the water, they’re hand 
selected for their luster and shape.



Black & White Pearl Necklace
$95 /SKU# N0023

Black & White Pearl Bracelet
$45 /SKU#B0009

Opera-Length Baroque Pearl 
Necklace

$158 /SKU#N0024

Signature Pearl Necklace
$98 /SKU#N0022

Signature Pearl Bracelet
$55 /SKU#B0007

Black Pearl Studs
$45 /SKU#E0010

White Pearl Studs
$55 /SKU#E0011

Pink Pearl & Rose Gold Necklace
$45 /SKU#N0025

Double Strand Pearl Bracelet
$65 /SKU#B0008

Lapis Peacock Animali Bracelet
$78 /SKU#B0010

Aventurine Tortoise Animali 
Necklace

$248 /SKU#N0028

Garnet Leopard Animali Necklace
$88 /SKU#N0029

Lapis Peacock Animali Necklace
$208 /SKU#N0027

Aventurine Tortoise Animali 
Bracelet

$78 /SKU#B0011

Garnet Leopard Animali Bracelet
$58 /SKU#B0012

Tiger’s Eye Leopard Animali 
Necklace

$88 /SKU#N0030

Amazonite Tiger Animali Necklace
$208 /SKU#N0031

ANIMALI 
BEADS
Fierce animal patterns are cast 
in sterling silver and paired with 
natural, hand-carved gemstones. 
The combination is one of protection 
and mindfulness.



Amazonite Tiger Animali Bracelet
$78 /SKU#B0013

Red Onyx Tiger Animali Bracelet
$48 /SKU#B0014

Red Onyx Tiger Animali Necklace
$128 /SKU#N0032

Onyx Tortoise Animali Bracelet
$68 /SKU#B0015

OUR 
PACKAGING
All of our jewelry comes in boxes made 
from our hand-painted animal patterns.

ReBe Peacok Silk Scarf 
$110 /SKU#S0002

ReBe Gemstone Silk Scarf
$110 /SKU#S0003

ReBe Tiger Silk Scarf
$110 /SKU#S0001

REBE SILK
For this collection, we travel to the mythical ReBe Island. 
Here the lush landscape is littered with precious jewels, 
gleaming gold, and silver. But these treasures are not 
for the taking. Fierce magical creatures guard the jewels 
and only share them with the truly worthy: the bold, the 
adventurous, the beautiful.
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